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Ab tract 
Becau e of the high critical temperature (Tc) that the new uperconductors can reach, 
thin film can b e  u ed in a numb er of technological appl ication . One of the major 
appl ication of thin films i in the microwav e  dev ice , where superconducting trips are 
u ed as re onator , fi l ters delay l ines etc . The importance of the superconductor 
re ide in the low 10 ses incurred during the transmis ion along the strip. For example, 
the surface resistance of a high-Tc uperconductor i at lea t one order of magnitude 
les than a similar one made of ordinary conductors. Becau e of this adv antage, there i 
an increa e in the u e of superconducting strips in tead of nonnal conductors in a 
numb er of electronic de ices. 
Model ing of different b ehav iors of the h igh-Tc uperconductors are sti l l  
phenomenological with a numb er of adjusting parameters, Because of the lack of 
knowledge ab out the real mechanisms b ehind the pairing occurring in the high-Tc 
superconductors. In a type-I I  superconductor, loss occurs mainly b ecause of the motion 
of v ortex, generated b y  either an external magnetic field or the self field of an appl ied 
current, due to the Lorentz force exerted b y  the current flowing in the superconductor. 
Therefore, the need to know the exact dynamics and hence the distrib ution of the 
current density in a superconductor is of primordial importance to calculate the loss 
incurred during Radio Frequency (RF )  transmission . Because the nature of the pairing 
in the h igh-Tc superconductors is  not settled yet, and the role of fluctuations due to high 
temperature, new phenomenological fonnula for different parameters, such as the 
penetration depth, the conductiv i ty etc, hav e  to b e  taken into consideration, as wel l .  
I n  this thesis, the FDTD method is  fonnulated and appl ied to model the loss occurring 
during the transmission of an RF signal through superconducting microstrip .  Different 
parameters including the surface impedance and current density di trib ution, as function 
of width and thickness, are calculated. The effect of temperature v ariation on these 
parameters is also inv estigated. It is found that they are temperature dependant. 
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Introduction 
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1.1 Introd u ction: 
uperconducti i ty i perhaps one of the most fascinating phenomena that occur at low 
temperature. A oppo ed to conventional conductor , uperconductors have the abi l i ty 
to conduct electrical current with very smal l  resistance, no power loss, no generation of 
heat and greatly reduced levels of noise. The resistance i very mal l ,  but finite at 
micro ave frequencie and zero at direct current (DC). 
Unt i l  the last two decades, uperconductivity phenomenon could be observed only at 
very low temperature attainable with e pensive l iquid hel ium. This phenomenon was 
explained by B ardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer in what has become known as the B CS 
theory [ 1 ] .  According to this theory, at a particular low temperature, cal led the transition 
temperature or critical temperature (Tc) , the electrons in ce11 ain materials pair up and 
fOIDl a single quantum state, acting l ike a frictionle s fluid and becoming 
superconducting. However, H igh temperature superconductors (HTS) materials 
discovery in 1 986, considered one of the great breakthroughs in the history of 
superconductivi ty .  B efore that time, the superconducting materials where known as 
Low-Temperature superconductor ( L  TS) materials . The new HTS materials have the 
capabi l i ty to be superconducting at the boi l ing point of l iquid nitrogen. Hence, scientists 
all over the v orId excited again to analyze theorize and characterize the 
superconductivity phenomena and explore their promising features and potential 
appl ications. 
B asically superconductivity is a multidiscipl inary field. I t  spans almost the entire realm 
of physics and electrical engineering; including electronic, microwave, power, and 
computer engineering. In the last few years, there ha been a growing interest in the 
appl ication of high-temperature superconducting (HTS) material . The appl ication of 
this technology includes: e lectrical transmission cables, motor , generators, fault current 
l imiters, superconductor magnetic energy storage system 
resonance I magmg (MRl) ,  and high- speed computing. 
( MESs) magnetic 
However, for the 
electromagnetism community, the appl ication of HTS materials appears to be of great 
importance, for example, in the design of microwave circuit and antennas, and in the 
development of a variety of devices based on planar transmission l ines. 
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1.2 Microwave propertie of HTS: 
The re i tance of HT does not drop to zero for alternating-current (AC) appl ications a 
I n  DC appl ication . The rea on for the energy di sipation in AC appl ications i that; the 
high-frequency magnetic field penetrate a thin surface layer and induces osci l lations of 
the electron \ hich are not bound in Cooper pair . The power dissipation caused by the 
motion of the unpaired electron can be characterized by a surface resistance [2] .  This 
urface resi stance of uperconductor materials i s  sti l l  at least one order of magnitude 
mai ler than that of conventional conductors at an operat ing temperature of 77k. The 
an ation of urface resi tance with frequency has been seen experimental ly [3 ] .  It varies 
with frequency as (J)2 , while it varie a (J)"2 for conventional conductors. 
An other important characteristic that needs to be mentioned i the Meissner effect. It is 
the abi l i ty of the superconductor to expel the magnetic field. It i related to perfect 
diamagnetism but is actual ly a distinct effect since the magnetic field wi l l  be zero 
inside the material i n  the superconducting state regardless of what it was before the 
material became superconducting. It determines the max imum (critical) magnetic field 
and current density before the superconducting material can be driven to the normal 
state. So an attention should be made to the value of the applied field and the maximum 
current that can be carried by the superconductor. The Meissner effect is based on two 
principles - Lenz's Law and superconductivity. Due to Lenz's law the introduction of a 
magnetic field wi l l  cause "screening currents" at the surface of the superconductor that 
wi l l  expel the magnetic field. One of the theoretical explanations of the Meissner effect 
comes from the London equation. It shows that the magnetic f ie ld decays exponentially 
inside the superconductor over a distance described in terms of a parameter cal led the 
London penetration depth. 
The frequency independent nature of the London penetration depth, which determines 
field penetration into the superconductor, is another property for the superconducting 
materials .  This penetration depth with the surface resi t ance makes HTS very suitable 
for microwave appl ication . They are used in a thin film form by being deposited in an 
h a pter I: I n t roduction 4 
appropriate dielectric ub trate. The current di tribution inside the superconductor has 
to be calculated, in order to extract the urface re i tance and penetration depth . This 
can be done by numerical imulation, and this is one of the obj ectives of this work. In 
general, microwa e 10 e of HTS films depend on several factors uch as the ubstrate 
material, deposition technique and to what extent the depo it ion conditions have been 
optimiz ed [4] . 
Many theories have been de eloped to characteriz e  the superconductivi ty phenomenon 
from a micro copic point of view: the B CS theory, the London Theory [5 ]  and the 
Ginz burg-Landau (GL) theory [6] . The B CS theory give an acceptable macroscopic 
explanation of why metals become superconducting at low temperatures. The other two 
theori es have been used in integration with Maxwell 's equations to model the 
microwave characteristics of superconducting devices. B ased on the two- f luid model 
the London theory explained successfully several characteristics of superconducting 
materials . B ut i t  does not take into consideration the field dependence of the consti tuent 
parameters of the superconducting material .  On the other side, the Ginz burg-Landau 
(GL) theory is a more comprehensive macroscopic theory that accounts for field 
dependence so the nonlinearities of the superconducting materials can be characteriz ed 
[7 ] .  
Advantages of using HTS s a t  high frequency include: very smal l  losses; which means 
low attenuation and low noise, very small dispersion up to frequencies of several tens of 
G Hz ,  smal ler devices due to lower losses, and the propagation t ime can be greatly 
reduced because of smaller siz e  and the shorter interconnects [ 8 ] .  As a result the 
implementation of high-Q resonators, long delay l ines and low-lo s fil ters with a sharp 
frequency response becomes possible [9] . 
1 .3 H TS materi a ls for microwave a pplicatio n s :  
Practical real iz at ions of  microwave components using HTS technology have, for the 
most part, centered on the use of microstrip designs using thin-film technology. Among 
many HT materials, both yttrium-based (YB CO) with Tc of 90K, and thal l ium-based 
h a pter I :  I n t roduction 5 
(TB C 0) with Tc over l OOK, are con idered the work hor e for microwave application 
[7 ] .  They ha e been u ed in thin-film form in the production of HTS microwave 
de ice , " hich are e entially ol id- tate device fabricated in a simi lar fashion a 
mt croproce or and other emiconductor components. 
B oth YB CO and TB CCO can be formed into thin or thick films. Thick fi lms are 
pol ycr y  tal l ine and are usually coated on a three-dimensional RF structure . Thin fi lms 
are u ual ly :S l l m thick and are epitaxially grown on a substrate to form a single crystal ;  
the re ult ing HTS wafer is then fabricated into planar RF structures. Thin-film 
depo ition can be accompl ished in a number of ways, but the most popular are pulsed 
laser deposition and co-evaporation, depending upon the material used [10] .  
pecial ized materials such as LaA103 , MgO and sapphire (AI203 ) are usually selected 
for the substrate. In addition to having good microwave properties, many other features 
hould be taken into consideration for the selection of ubstrate, l ike: chemical 
compatibi l i ty between HTS fi lms and substrate, substrate-fi lm reactions, cr ystal l ine 
perfection, environmental stabi l ity, mechanical properties, thermal expansion and also 
cost [ 1 1 ] . 
1.4 N u m e rical  methods for modeling Superco n d uctivity: 
Despite recent advances in the development of appl ied superconductivity, further 
improvements are necessar y  in view of the large-scale industrial appl ication of the 
curr ent state-of-the-ar t  superconducting materials . Model ing tools for superconductors 
are required since theoretical or analytical solutions of current distribution and field 
equations have been found for simple geometries only or even do not exist. Hence, 
numerical electromagnetic field analysis of HTS is a very useful  tool so as the 
electromagnetic phenomena inside the superconductors can be visual ized. A vast array 
of numerical methods is avai lable for conventional conductors, and many of these are 
avatl abl e I n  convenient Computer Aided Design (CAD) packages where both two- and 
three- dimensional fields' solvers are avai lable. With the increasing interest in 
superconductivity, a number of commercial CAD packages allow for complex 
impedance boundary conditions thus al lowing superconducto r  to be included in the 
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problem although they do not nece ari ly 01 e problems when there is penetration into 
film . Conventional numerical technique u ed in CAD and other numerical package 
are able to cope \ ith the problems of uperconductivi ty by the introduction of complex 
conductivity [ 1 2] .  
A number o f  specific numerical techniques used with superconductors have been 
di cu ed in the l i terature. These include: mode matching technique is used to 
inve tigate a coplanar waveguide structure [ 1 3 ] ,  the spectral domain volume integral 
equat ion ( SDVIE )  [ 14 - 1 5 ] method have been propo ed to analyze superconducting 
micro trip l ines, tripl ine and coplanar waveguides. Both the mode matching technique 
and the SDVIE method take into account the current distribution within the volume of 
the uperconductor, giving results which show the effect of kinetic inductance and loss. 
However, the e two method are computational ly inefficient and other related 
techniques are avai lable in order to speed up computation. Another method is the 
effi cient full -wave method using the equivalent surface impedance (ES I )  approach [ 16 ] . 
The ES I  is de eloped to calculate the effective dielectric constant, attenuation and 
characteristic  impedance of superconducting microstrip l ines and coupled l ines on 
anisotropic substrate .  The spectral domain immittance approach ( SDIA) together with 
the complex boundary condition was proposed to analyze the microstrip structure with 
isotropic or anisotropic substrates [ 1 7- 1 8] .  However, this method is l imited to the 
structures whose strip thickness, in comparison with the penetration depth, is very thin 
or very thick. A modified spectral domain approach is appl ied to study the propagation 
characteristics of high temperature superconducting microstrip l ines whose signal strip 
and ground plane are of arbitrary thickness [9] .  
A numerical code based on the finite element (FE) method wa tuned to perform 
e lectromagnetic field analysis of rectangular HTS with a large aspect ratio [ 1 9] .  But it 
requires an optimization of mesh systems for accurate and efficient numerical analysis .  
However, the most notable in this respect is the finite difference t ime domain (FDTD) 
method [7 ] ,  [20 -22] . In [20 ]  a 3D superconducting coplanar waveguide structure is 
simulated using the 3D FDTD method with a graded mesh. A ful l-wave FDTD is used 
to study the anisotropy associated with HTS planar structures and for model ing the 
nonl inearity in HTS microwave and mi l l imeter-wave devices [7 ] ,  [2 1 ] . Whereas in [22] 
an electromagnetic field simulator based on the FDTD method has been developed to 
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I n  e tigate a uperconduct ing micro trip re onator. l though the FDTD method b a  
many attracti e feature which wi l l  be di cu sed later, but one commonly known 
di advantage of the FDTD i that it requires large amount of memory space and CPU 
time. 
In thi the i , through pro iding a FDTD model for the microwave characteristics of 
HT micro trip l ine, we attempt to be a part of the re earch going on this field. 
Our developed code and associated numerical results may be used to design HTS 
microwa e de ice and circuits, the ba ics of FDTD technique and its capabi l ities are 
di cu sed in chapter I I .  In chapter I I I ,  we provide a theoretical analysis of the 
microwa e properties of HTS, based on the two-fluid model and the London theory in 
conjunction with Maxwel l 's equation. The implementation of the HTS model through a 
FDTD code for a 3-D microstrip l ine is pre ented in chapter IV .  The propagation 
characteristic , current density distribution and the surface impedance along with other 
parameters have been studied and analyzed. Simulations are carried out using a PC, not 
on a workstation or supercomputer. Finally conclusion and some of the proposed future 
works are l isted in chapter V .  
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2.1 Introductio n :  
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The finite difference time domain ( FDTD) is a numerical technique for solving direct 
time Maxwel l '  equation . It was originated by Yee in 1 966 [23 ] .  It offers many 
advantage as an electromagnetic model ing, s imulation and analysis tool .  It IS 
capabi l it ie inc lude [24]: arbitrary three-dimensional model ing, simulation of 
electromagnetic field interaction with objects of arbitrary conductivity and frequency 
dependant materials and predicting the respon e of system such as; scattered field, 
radiation pattern, radar cross-section, currents, penetration depth and interior coupling 
and cattering parameters for a given excitation. The main di advantage of the method 
i it requirement of large computer memory and long computation time for three 
dimensional and large scale two dimensional problem . The overcoming of the 
d iffi culty depends on two aspects: the advancement of computers and improvement on 
the method i t  self [25 ] .  
FDTD is  relatively simple in concept and execution. I t  is a marching-in-time procedure 
which simulates the actual continuous waves by sampled-data numerical analogs 
propagating in a computer data space. Where the basis of the FDTD code is the two 
Maxwell 's equations in time-domain these equations are expressed in a l inearized form 
by means of central finite differencing, only nearest neighbor interactions need to be 
considered as the fields are advanced temporally in di crete time steps over spatial cells 
of rectangular shape [24 ] .  
2.2 F D T D  Form u lation: 
2 .2 . 1  M axwell's equations: 
The formulation of the FDTD method begins by considering the differential form of the 
Maxwell 's two curl equations which govern the propagation of electromagnetic waves, 
where the differential t ime-domain Maxwell 's equations in l inear isotropic and 
frequency independent medium are given as [24]: 
- aH 'VxE = -)l -
at 
(2 . 1 )  
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- aE-xH = &-+J (2 .2)  
at 
Where E i the electric field, H is the magnetic field, J1 the magnetic penneabi l i ty, 
& is the electric pennitti i ty, and ] i the conduction current density. Where ] = <IE 
i u ed to al low for lossy dielectric material, and (J is the electric conductivity. 
The e are al l  the infonnation needed to completely specify the field behavior in l inear 
i otropic material a long as the initial distribution is specified and sat isfied Maxwell's 
equat ions. The initial time is often taken to be zero, and the field quantities and 
resource are set to zero at that t ime. 
Equations (2 . 1 )  and (2 .2 )  can be rewritten into the fonn used for FDTD as : 
aH = - � vxE 
at J1 
aE =!... vxfI _ <I E 
at & & 
( 2 . 3 )  
(2 .4) 
Considering a rectangular coordinate system (x, y, z), then equations (2 . 3 )  and (2 .4) can 
be rewritten in component form as: 
a: ' = � [a�, _ a� 1 
a:, = � [a! _ a�. ] 
a: ' = � [ a� _ a! 1 
a:. = : [a:, _ a:, _ uE. ] 
a:" = : [a:. _ a:, - UE , ]  
(2 .5 )  
(2 .6 )  
(2 .7 )  
(2 .8 )  
(2 .9) 
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(2 . 10) 
Thi y tem of six coupled partial differential equations (2 .5 -2 . 10 )  forms the basis of the 
FDTD algorithm for electromagnetic wave interactions with general three dimen ional 
object . 
2.2 .2  Vee a lgorithm: 
V ee [23] introduced a set of finite-difference equations for the system of equations (2 .5 -
2 . 10 ), fol lowing V ee notation, we denote a space point in a rectangular grid as: 
(i,j,k) = (i6X j6y kt-.z) (2 . 1 1 ) 
And any function of space and time in this rectangular grid at point (i, j, k) i s  given by: 
(2 . 1 2 ) 
Where 11X ,  6y and b.Z are the grid space increment in the x, y, and z coordinate 
directions. 6t is the time increment and i, j, k, and n are integers . 
The V ee FDTD algorithm is  appl ied on a staggered grid as shown in figure 2 . 1 .  The 
Cartesian components of the electric field are the unknowns on one grid and the 
Cartesian component of the magnetic field are the unknowns on the second grid offset 
from the first by a half-cell distance in each Cartesian direction . This is known as the 
centered difference with a second order accuracy [24] . The space derivatives can be 
expressed as: 
aFn (',1,k) = FI/ (, + 0 5,1,k)-FI/ (i - 05,1,k) + O(L�,x2) 
ax 6.:r 
Similarly the time derivative can be expressed in the same manner: 
a, r n( . k) Fn+05(1 k)_Fn-
O.5(i · k) � r i,j, = ,j, ,j, + O(/}.(�) 
at 6t 
(2 . 1 3) 
(2 . 1 4  ) 
To achieve the accuracy of (2 . 1 4) ,  the electric field and the magnetic field value on the 
two grids are evaluated at alternate half time steps ( leap-frog manner) .  
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Figure 2 . 1 :  Yee cel l  geometry 
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Implementat ion of the e e pre ion to (2 .5 -2 . 10 )  results in a ystem of six difference 
equation . The foli o'll ing are the six FDTD expre sion for the magnetic and electric 
field component , re pectively: 
H ;+05 (i, j + 0 . 5, k + 0.5) = H ;-05 (i, j + 0.5, k + 0 .5)  + !1t f.1(i, j + 0.5, k + 0 .5)  
{[ E� (i, j  + 0 .5,k + 1)  - E� (i,j  + 0.5, k )} 6::. 
+ [E: (i, j,k  + 0 . 5 )  - E�' (i,j  + I ,k  + 0 .5)} y} 
tJ.t Hn + 0.5 (i + 0.5,j,k + 0.5) = Hn - 0.5 (i + 0.5 j,k + 0.5) + ------
.�. � f.1(i + 0.5, j, k + 0 .5)  
{[ E: ( I  + I,j,k + 0.5) - E: (i,j,k  + 0 .5)} x 
+ [ E: (i + 0.5,), k )  - E: (i + 0.5,),k + I )} /j,z} 
!1t Hn + 0.5 (i + 0.5,) + 0.5, k )  = Hn - 0. 5 (i + 0.5,) + 0 . 5,k )  + -------
= = f.1U + 0.5,) + 0 . 5, k )  
{[ E: (i + 0.5,) + I ,k )  - E: (i + 0.5,j,k )}!1Y 
+ [E; (i,j  + 0.5, k )  - E; (i + 1,) + 0 . 5,k )} tJ..x} 
a(i + 0.5,j,k )tJ.t 
1 - ------
( 2 . 1 5 ) 
(2 . 16 )  
(2 . 1 7) 
2&(i + a 5 j' k )  !1t 1 EnTI(. as . k ) =  . " E"(' + 0 5 ' k )+ ----- -----1 +  . ,j, I . ,j, . . A x 
1 + a(i + 0.5,j,k )tJ.t 
x &(i + 0.5,),k )  1 + a(l + 0.5,j,k )ut
 
2&(i + 0.5,),k )  2&(i + 0.5,),k )  
{[ H: + 0. 5 (i + 0.5,) + 0.5, k )  - H�' + 0. 5 (i + 0.5,j - 0.5, k )} tJ.y 
+ [ H� + 0. 5 (i + 0.5, j, k - 0.5) - H� + 0. 5 (i + 0.5 ,  j, k + 0 .5)} /j,z} (2 . 1 8) 
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1- a(/.j.!.....0.5.k) t 
1 2e(1 j. + 0.5 k) En+ U.j+05,k)= .' 'EnU.}+0.5,k)+ ---- -----\ 1 + a(/.j + 0.5.k) 1 \ e(/.j + 0.5.k) 
1+ aU.} + 0.5
.k)6t 
2e(i,j + 0.5.k) 2eu.} + 0.5.k) 
{[ H � + 0. 5 (i, j + 0.5, k + 0.5) - H: + 0. 5 (i. j + 0.5, k - 0.5) J 1 1'1= 
[H" + 0 5 . H" + 0.5 JI } + = (1-0.5 .j+0.5,k)- : (/+0.5,j+0.5,k) 6.x 
1 _ a(i,}, k + 0.5)61 
En+1 • 2e(i,},k+OS) En . 
6l 
(/,j,k+05)= . . (/,j,k+0.5)+---- ----
= 1 a(/.j.k+0. 5) l : e(i j. k+05) a(i,},k+0.5) t + , . . 1+ -----
2e(i,j,k+0.5) 2e(l,j,k+0.5) 
{[ H� + 0. 5 (i + O.5,),k + 0.5) - H� + 0.5 (i - 0.5,) + 0.5.k + 0.5) J I X 
[H
n
+0. 5
. . 
H
n
+0. 5. 
. 
JI } + r (/,j-0.5,k+0.5)- r (/,j+0.5,k+0.5) y 
2 .3 Cell s ize d etermi n a t io n :  
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(2 . 1 9) 
(2 .20 )  
The choice of cel l  size i s  critical in applying FDTD. I t  must be small enough to permit 
accurate results at the highest frequency of interest, and yet be large enough to keep 
resources requirements manageable. The fundamental constraint is that the cell size 
must be much les than the smalle t wavelength (A) for which accurate results are 
desired ( i .e .  � ::;  � ) where � is the cel l  size. 
20 
A word of caution here is that FDTD is a volumetric computational method, so that if 
some portion of the computational space is fi l led with penetrable material we must use 
the wavelength in the material to determine the maximum cel l  size. For problems 
containing electrical ly dense materials, this results in cells in the material that are much 
smal ler than if only free space and perfect conductors were being con idered. The use of 
unifonn cell size through out the hall problem space wi l l  be relatively smal l .  This may 
greatly increase the number of cells needed. Possible measures to deal with this include 
the use of nonuniform cel ls (smal ler cells in the dense material larger cells outside) or 
graded mesh generator or surface or sheet " impedance" methods [26 ] . The total size of 
the FDTD space in cel ls is determined after the cel l size has been determined and the 
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number of ce l l s  needed to model the object and a rea onable amount of free space 
between the object and the outer boundary in each dimen ion i found. 
2 .4 Ti me tep a n d  stability :  
When implementing any numerical method i t  i s  necessary t o  establish the conditions 
under which tabi l i ty of the technique can be in ured. For the FDTD method stabi l i ty 
impl ie that a t ime marching continues according to the Yee algorithm, the electric 
and magnetic field value must remain bounded. 
A stated before, the FDTD method approximates Maxwell 's equations as a set of finite 
difference equations. This approach is useful only when the olution of the difference 
equation i convergent and stable. Convergence means that, as the discrete step size 
approaches zero, the solution of the difference equation converges to the solution of 
Maxwell 's equation. Thus, the problem of stabi l i ty is a set of conditions, under which 
the error of the difference equation solution is finite. An investigation of the numerical 
tabi l i ty of Yee's algorithm was init ial ly presented in [27] .  The stabi l i ty analysis is 
based upon finding the Fourier numerical-wave modes in the grid for both the electric 
and magnetic field components, and requiring that each Fourier mode be stable for 
arbitrary angles of propagation through out the mesh. 
Enforcing the stabi l i ty in the three-dimensional FDTD algorithm imposes a constraint 
on the maximum size of the time step 6t , relative to the spatial -grid increments. This  is 
given by the Courant condition: 
6t � -,============ 
I 1 
c -- + -- + --
2 2 2  
t1x tly t!.:: 
(2 .2 1 )  
where, C = 1/ � 1'& is the speed of l ight in the homogeneous material being modeled. 
Once the cell size is  determined, the maximum s ize of the time step 6t immediately 
fol lows the Courant stabi l i ty condition [26 ] . To understand the basis of the Courant 
condition, consider a plane wave propagating through a FDTD grid. In one time step, 
any point on this wave must not pass through more than one cel l ,  becau e during one 
time step FDTD can propagate the wave only from one cell to it nearest neighbors. 
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Experience ha indicated that for actual computation , the t value gI ven by the 
equal i ty in equation (2 .2 1 )  wi l l  provide accurate re ults, and in most situations more 
accurate re ult may not be obtained by u ing a smaller value of t. Howe er, 
exception to thi occur. One ituation in which the time step must be reduced relative 
to equation (2 .2 1 )  i when the conductivity of the material i much greater than zero, 
which is the case for superconductor . For conduct ing materials ((J > 0 )  stable 
calculations require time tep smal ler than Courant l imit .  This is usually not a problem, 
becau e in mo t calculation the time tep size is set by the speed of l ight in free space. 
As the velocity in the conducting material wi l l  be smaller than in free space, the time 
tep in a FDTD calculation that includes both free space and conducting materials wi l l  
be uch that the Courant l imit wi l l  be satisfied everywhere. However, the short wave 
length in ide highly conducting material may require much smal ler FDTD cell than in 
surrounding free space regions [26 ] . 
2.5 Sou rce consideration: 
Source treatment depends on the type of the problem being simulated. However, the 
source is general ly imposed by specified field components in the computational domain 
to be known functions of time and! or space. Specifical ly, the vertical electric field 
between the ground plane and a microstrip l ine is  specified as a function of time, e.g. 
Gaussian pulse, which is used in our study. A sample microstrip tructure used in most 
of the computation models is shown in figure 2 . 2 .  
The Gaussian pulse has a smooth waveform in time, and i ts Fourier transform is  also a 
Gaussian pulse centered at zero frequency. These characteristics make the Gaussian 
pulse a perfect choice for investigation the frequency-dependant characteristics of 
microstrip c ircuits [24 ] .  Beside being simple to implement . An ideal Gaussian pulse 
(shown in figure 2 . 3 )  which propagates in the y-direction has the fol lowing expression: 
[(t -( )- --] [ Y-Y02 ] 
E(t,y)=exp - 0 
r2 c 
(2 .22) 
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Figure 2 . 2 :  microstrip geometry and computational domain. 
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Where c i the velocity of the pul e in the pec ified medium, with the pulse being 
maximum for )' = Yo and t = t . The choice of the param ter T, t , and; are o 0 0 
ubject to two requirement . First, the pul e must be wide enough to contain enough 
pace divi ion and at the arne time to be narrow enough to maintain substantial 
ampl i tude within the frequency range of intere t . For that the space di cretization 
interval y ha to be mall enough to model the smal lest dimen ion of the stmcture and 
the t ime increment ha to be mall enough to meet the stabi l i ty cri terion di cussed 
above. I f  thi requirement i not met, a smal ler y has to be used. The selected pul e 
width W is defined to be the width between the two symmetric point equal to 5 percent 
of the maximum value of the pul e. Therefore T is given by: 
or 
( )2 
IV 
exp __ 2_ =exp(-3X::::5%) 
(err 
T =
_l 
.
1 O�y 
J3 c 
By making this choice of T, the maximum frequency which can be calculated i 
f max 
1 1 J3c = =- --
2T 2 lO�y 
(2 .23 ) 
(2 .24) 
(2 .25)  
The second requirement is  that the choice of Yo and to be made uch that the initial tum 
on of the excitation wi l l  be smal l  and smooth. 
2 .6 Absorbing Bou nd a ry Conditio n :  
In  general the electromagnetic analysi o f  scattering structures often requires the 
solution of "open region" problems, where the spatial domain of the computed fields is 
unbounded in one or more coordinate directions. Obviously, one cannot compute the 
solution over such a space due to l imitations in computer memory and computational 
t ime. As a result, i t  becomes necessary to tmncate the computational domain in such a 
way as to make it appear infinite in extent by enclosing the structure by a suitable output 
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Figure 2 . 3 :  Ideal shape of Gaussian Pulse. 
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boundary that ab orb a l l  out\ ard tra el ing wa e .  uch a boundary is referred to a an 
ab orbing boundary, or an ab orbing boundary condition (ABC), and its function is to 
ab orb all incident radiation and to uppre s puriou back reflections of the outgoing 
wave. 
The developm nt of highly ab orbing boundary conditions ha been one of the most 
active area in FDTD re earch. As stated above, the goal of an ABC is to absorb al l  
outward tra e l ing wave without producing any reflections. Although this goal is not 
entirely real i tic since all ABC produce some degree of back reflection, the better the 
ABC the 10\ er the reflection wi l l  be. Some of the more common ABCs are Mur 
boundary conditions [28] ,  super-absorbing boundary condition [29] ,  and the perfectly 
matched layer (PML)  method [30, 3 1 ] .  Depending on the appl ication, the level of back 
reflections that can be tolerated, and the added complexity one may choose to use either 
ABCs. In our work we use Mur ABC which provides a relatively reflection-free with 
easily implemented termination for the FDTD space. Mur ABC is discussed briefly 
below. 
2.6. 1 l\ lur  absorbing boundary condit ions :  
The deri ation of Mur radiation boundary condition is  discussed in detai ls in [24,  28] .  
The approximate representations of this condition have been found to be very effective 
when implemented using the differencing scheme proposed by Mur. As an appl ication 
of such approximation to electromagnetic problems, we wi l l  take E _ at x = ° for the 
three dimensional grid, which wi l l  be as fol lows; 
First order Mur absorbing boundary condition : 
En + I (O, j,k + 0 .5)  = En (l,j,k + 0.5) 
- -. -
c !:J.t- tu  
+ 0 (En + I (1,j, k + 0.5) - E n (0,j, k + 0.5 »  
c !:J.t + x : 
o 
(2 .26) 
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econd order Mur ab orbing boundary condition: 
E; + I (O, j, k + 0 .5)  = E; - I ( l , j , k  + 0.5) 
C t - x 
+ 0 ( E,, + I ( l , j , k + O.5) - E" (0, j, k + O.5» 
c t + &  = 
o 
2.6..x 
+ (E"  (O, j, k  + 0 .5)  - E" ( l , j, k  + 0.5» 
c t + .6..x = 
o 
+ (En  (O, j, k + 0 .5)  - 2En  (O, j ,k  + 0 .5)  , , 2(�)'r (e I'll + I'lX) -
o 
+ (E; (O, j - l , k  + 0.5) + E; ( l , j  + l , k + 0 .5)  
- 2 E� ( l , j, k  + 0.5) + E� ( l , j - l , k  + 0 .5»  
- -
, x(e I'llf 
+ 0 E " (0, j, k + l .5 ) - 2E" (0, j, k + O.5)  
2 - = 2(�)  (e I'll + I'lX) -
o 
+ ( E n  (O, j, k - 0.5) + E "  C l , j + I , k  + 1 .5 )  
: z 
- 2 E� ( I , j, k  + 0.5) + E� (I, j, k  - 0.5») 
- -
2 1  
(2 .27)  
Due to the structure of the microstrip circuit, the pulses on the microstrip l ines wil l  be 
nonnal ly incident on the mesh wal ls .  This  leads to a simple approximation to the 
absorbing boundary conditions, which is the tangential fields on the outer boundary 
obey the one-dimensional wave equation in the direction nonnal to the mesh wal ls .  This 
leads to a Mur first order absorbing boundary condition. It hould be noted here that 
Mur second absorbing boundary conditions which account for obl ique inc ident wi l l  not 
work on the mesh wal ls  of the microstrip structure and yield an unstable solution [24] .  
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High Temperature Superconductors (HTS) 
at Microwave Frequency 
h a pter I I I :  H T  a t  Microwave F requency 
3. 1 I n troduction: 
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Thi chapter concentrate on the analy is of HT at microwave frequencie based on the 
two-fluid model and the London theory in conjunction with Maxwel l 's equations. 
Exten i e re earch ha been carried out to study the high frequency effect in 
uperconductors especial ly on LTS [32-36] .  But the discovery of HTS [37 ]  makes a 
great change in the view of microwa e appl ications of superconductors, which led to an 
enormou expan ion in theoretical and experimental re earch and appl ication of HTS. 
Howe er many theoretical and technological problem have to be solved before 
exploit ing the HTS at microwave frequencies. Some of the technological problems are 
mentioned in chapter I ,  and are beyond the scope of this work. On the other hand, the 
theoretical level needs to define an appropriate physical and mathematical model 
uitable for integration of the electromagnetic theory and phy ical behavior of HTS. 
This provide an accurate representation of devices and circui ts made of these materials. 
Another essential problem deals with the conduction mechanism inside the 
superconductor. 
3.2 T h eo retical  a n a lysis :  
The theoretical analysis focuses on two mam lssues: the electromagnetic wave 
propagation during the transmission of an RF signal through a HTS microstrip l ine and 
the current distribution i nside the HTS, and how their interaction influences the total 
system. So, a val id model for the microwave frequency band is needed to describe the 
current distribution as a function of the electric and magnetic fields. S ince there is no 
accompl ished theory of HTS superconductivity, phenomenological models  are used. 
The phenomenological two-fluid model can predict macroscopically the relation 
between the local field and the current density. However, the complete solution is not 
achieved without taking into account the electromagnetic field as a function of material 
specification, current densities, and boundary conditions. Thi can be achieved by 
properly introducing the HTS parameters through the constitutive relations of Maxwel l's 
equations. 
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The two-fluid model de cribe the electrodynamics that result from the uperpo it ion 
of the re pon e of the " uperconduct ing" and "normal" electron fluid to alternating 
electromagnetic field , where the total electron density II can be divided into two parts: 
the den i ty of uperconducting electrons I fls I and that of normal electron I 11" I [ 38 ] .  In 
other word , thi model a ume that the conducting electrons in a superconductor are 
divided into tv 0 categories: superconducting electrons, known as Cooper pairs or 
e lectron pair , and normal electron . 
In that manner, superconductivi ty in considered a a sequence of paired and unpaired 
electron travel ing within the lattice of a sol id. The paired electrons travel ,  under the 
influence of an electric field, without 10 . In addition, due to the thermal energy present 
in the o l id, orne of the electron pair are split, so that some normal electrons are 
ah ays present at temperature above absolute zero. It i s  therefore possible to model the 
uperconductor in terms of complex conductivity, depending on the two-fluid model 
[ 1 2 ]  : 
( 3 . 1 )  
The electron pair transport, is assumed to be col l ision-free, while the normal electron 
transport is governed by the momentum conservation equation a fol lows [8 ] :  
and 
dv -
m _s = -qE 
dt 
dv v -
m -" + m _n = -qE 
dt r 
(3 .2 )  
( 3 . 3 )  
where, Vs and vn are the drift velocities of  the charge carriers in the superconducting 
and normal states, respectively. q and nz are charge and effective mass of the electron 
and r is the relaxation time. 
Therefore the total current density consists of two components ' the superconducting 
current density J, and the normal electron density J" : 
(3 .4) 
where 
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] = ql1 V = CJ E n n /I n 
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(3 . 5 )  
(3 .6) 
where CJn i the normal conductivi ty of the uperconductor and is  a sumed to be real . 
The imple t form of the uperconducting and normal electron densities, which are 
related to the total electron den ity and temperature, are given by the fol lowing relations 
[39] : 
( 3 . 7 )  
( 3 . 8 )  
where T is the temperature, Tc is the critical temperature, no  i s  the total electron density 
in the superconductor, and y is  an exponent .  
115 CT) i s  c losely connected with the principle parameter of a superconductor AL ( T) -
the penetration depth of a magnetic field, the so-cal led London penetration depth [30] 
1 q 2 ns C T)f.10 ( 3 .9) 
The London penetration depth can be measured experimentally. The measurement of 
AL (T) i s  a way to find the experimental dependence of ns (T) . The dependence is 
general ly approximated by [30] .  
A (T) _ A(O) L - [ ] 1 12 
1 - (�Y 
Tc 
(3 . 1 0) 
where, A(O) i s  the penetration depth for T� O .  The relations ( 3 . 7)-( 3 . 1 0) can be 
appl ied both to the low-temperature uperconductors ( LTS) with y=4.0 , and to HTS's 
with y= 1 .3 -2 . 1 .  This two-fluid model as appl ied to HT IS i cal led the enhanced or 
modified two-fluid model [39] .  
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The abo e model pa e the \J ay to r late the uperconducting and normal current 
den it ie to electromagnetic fields, enforcing the structure boundary condition , we can 
olve for the a ociated electric and magnetic fields. 
3.2.2 u perconductors and Maxwel l '  equat ions :  
The equation go eming the olution of the superconducting microstrip l ine problem 
are Maxwel l 's equat ions in addition to the constitutive relations for the current density 
combined from the two-fluid model and the London equation. The superconducting 
state fluid current density is  obtained from London equation as fol lows: 
- 1 -
J, = , E . iOJfLoA2 
in the t ime domain, this equat ion become : 
( 3 . 1 1 )  
(3 . 1 2 )  
The normal state current den i ty i s  then obtained from ohm's law as in equation (3 .6) .  I t  
mu  t be  noted that these expressions are valid under the as umption of  having an 
isotropic HTS material [2 1 ] . 
Maxwell 's equations discussed in chapter I I  are modified for the uperconductor case. 
The first equation becomes: 
( 3 . 1 3 ) 
Where J s i s  the superconducting current density expressed 111 equat ion (3 . 1 1 )  and 
]n = a E is the normal current density. And in the time domain, ( 3 . 1 3 )  reduces to: n 
- dE 1 f - -VxH = & - + --2 Edt + all E dt fLOAL 
and the second Maxwell 's equat ion : 
becomes in the time domain : 
- dH VxE = -fL -o dt 
(3 . 1 4) 
( 3 . 1 5 ) 
( 3 . 1 6) 
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The combination of the two-fluid model ,  the London equation for the current density 
and Maxwell '  equat ion pro ide a complete picture about the problem in hand, 
e pecial ly for the calculation of the urface impedance. An important point to mention 
here i that the ampl i tude of E and H, at any point and the total current density as wel l ,  
are l inearly dependant. Thi  as umption hould be taken into considerat ion in designing 
HT tran mi ion l ine or device . 
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FDTD and 3-D HTS microstrip 
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In chapter I I ,  we ha e di cu ed the FOTD method concepts, and in chapt r I I I  we 
introduced theoret ically the HTS model at microwave frequenc ies. The chal lenge now i 
to implement the HT model through a FOTD code for the case of a 3-D 
uperconducting microstrip to be used for de igning microwave devices and circuits. 
In thi chapter the calculat ion of propagation characteri tics, current density 
di tribution and urface re i tance are pre ented. The e calculations assume that the 
wave propagat ion quasi-TEM and that the magnetic field strength and current 
den it ie are low enough to insure that non l inear effects may be ignored. The 
calculations of the above mentioned physical parameters of the HT microstrip are very 
important not only for the design ing of circuitry and devices but also for characterizing 
the HTS materials themselve . 
Experimental ly the microwave measurements [40-43] can determine the fundamental 
physical properties such as the penetration depth, critical temperature, and the real part 
of the conductivity ,  as well a the average critical current and magnetic field. However, 
an accurate calculation of the current distribution, resistance and electric and magnetic 
field d istribution is an essential i ssue to accurately infer the fundamental physical 
properties. 
4 . 1  FDTD and H TS: 
The starting point of developing the simulation code is the modified Maxwell 's 
equations for the superconducting case discussed in chapter I I I ,  where the 
implementation of these equations in a FOTD scheme wi l l  re ult in a sy tern of six 
difference equations. However, it can be noticed that the magneti c  field components 
remain the same as in equat ions (2 . 1 5 -2. 1 7), and the difference appears in the electric 
field components where the effect of the super current is included. So, the 
implementation of equation (3 . 1 3 )  in a FDTD expression for the electric field 
components for the uperconducting ca e is given by: 
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1 -
+ I ( ) 
2&(, + 0 5. ,  . •  ) n ( ( 1 n
+ -E' i + O.5, J, k = 
( ) E I + O.5, J , k ) - ( ) J 2 (i + O.5, J , k )  • 1 a ,  + 0 5. , . Ie ( , �( . + 0 5  , ) a ,  + 0 5  ,. A ( " + _ Co ' . , . ' I + --'-- -� 
2&( , + 05. , . , )  2& ( , + 0 5. J , A )  
I I I[ n + � n + � 1 + -( --) ( ) H. 2 (i + O.S, ) + O.S. k )  - H 2 (i + O.S, ) - O.S, k )  / cY I: 1 + 0.5. ) . 1. 1 + (J' 1 + O.S. ) . k  I • : 2 1: ( ,  + 0.5. ) . k )  
3 0  
(4. 1 ) 
E' + I (i.) + 0.5. J. ) = 
\ 
a( , , + 0.5. A )1'.( 1 - I 
2 ( )  I'. 1 n + -( " + 05.; E. (i.j + O.5, k )- ....:.. -- J 2 (i.j + O.5, k )  a " +  0.5 . .  1'.1 Y & 0; ( S\" 1 +  1 +  .
2&(,  j + 0.5, A )  2& 
I'..t I {f n + -'- n + -'- l + - ( ) H 2 (I.) + 0.5. k + 0.5 )  - H 2 ( , ) + 0.5. k + 0.5 )  / f].z I: (J' I.) + 0.5. I. t \ r I + ---'----'--21:( 1.) + 0.5, I. ) 
a( , ,. k + 0 5 )1'.1 
1 - I 
I ( ) 2&(i. , . * + 0 5 )  n ( . ) 1'.( 1 n
+ -
( ) E� + 1 . ) . k + 0.5 = ( ) E 1 , }, k + 0.5 - ( ) J 2 ;. ) , 1. + 0.5 
1 + 
a i , . * + 0 5  1'.( : £(i. , . * + 0.5 ) 1 + 
a ' . , . * + 0 5 1'.1 s= 
2&(;. , . *  + 0 5 )  2 & ( , . , . *  + 0 5 )  
(4.2 ) 
Where J ,J and J are the superconducting current density components in the sx sy sz 
(X,y,z) directions, respectively. The value of the e component can be obtained from the 
London equation, which in tum can be implemented in a FDTD cherne as fol lows : 
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I I 
f.1oAL . 
".. 11-' t 
Js: 2 (i . j, k )  = Js: 2 (i, j, k )  + --2-E; ( i , j, k )  
J.10).L 
4.2 Problem Formu lation: 
3 1  
(4.4) 
(4 .5 )  
(4.6) 
The appl ication of the FDTD approach to HTS structure at higher frequencies is clear 
now. However, some interesting features need to be discussed before formulating the 
final code for the problem at hand, so that the model can be robu t and accurate. These 
feature are nece ary in order to succes fully model the HTS microstrip l ine and 
devices, where field penetration effects needs to be taken into consideration . These 
features include: time step and cel l size determination which led to a nonuniform graded 
mesh, the ab orbing boundary conditions, and the improvement of the stabi l ity of the 
overal l  FDTD algorithm. Moreover, these features wi l l  help in u ing the FDTD method 
without resorting to a supercomputer. 
Time step and cel l size determination is one of the main issues in model ing HTS. The 
fini te thickness of the HTS microstrip l ine, which is comparable to the penetration depth 
of the magnetic  field inside the HTS, needs to be taken into consideration. For this 
reason, small mesh size is chosen inside and around the HTS microstrip l ine. In order to 
accurately model the effect of the penetrat ion of the magnetic field into the HTS, the 
mesh size should be equal to a fraction of the penetration depth. Hence a dense mesh is 
needed to accurately model this finite thickness without any approximation, which 
requires non real istic memory storage. Recall that one of the main wel l  known 
disadvantages of FDTD method is that it requires huge amount of memory space and 
CPU time. 
Moreover, even for very smal l dimensions for the microstrip l ine. Absorbing Boundary 
Conditions must be placed at far enough from the l ine to avoid reflections which can 
affect the accuracy of the results, and enlarge the computational domain of the problem. 
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impo ible to 01 e v ith mo t work tation . 
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ection of the l ine, which may be 
To 0 ercome uch a problem we need to minimize the mesh cells, in order to reduce 
the memory torage, and make the FDTD simulation robu t and efficient, but in a way 
that wi l l  not affect the re ult . Many techniques found in l i terature such as : the variable 
me h technique [20], non-uniform lattice [22] ,  or graded nonuniform mesh generator [7 ,  
2 1 ]  are u ed to deal with this problem. Al l  these techniques share the same principle 
where a mal l me h around and within HTS is  appl ied and larger meshes in the rest of 
the computational domain. However the graded me h technique is simpler than the 
other technique , ince no different smal ler time tep is required to update the electric 
and magnetic field in ide the maller mesh cells .  
For the graded mesh generator, the computational domain is discretized according to the 
fol lowing expre ion [ 1 9] :  
(4.7 )  
Where ilx i s  the mesh size, W is the distance to  be  discretized, n is the number of  points, 
and p i s  the mesh resolut ion factor which must be minimized to reduce the dispersion 
introduced by the nonunifom1 descrit ization. This discretization is appl ied when it is 
necessary to use smal l  meshes around and inside the HTS, however the rest of the 
computational domain may remain uniform as can be seen in figure 4 . 1 .  
Because of these restrictions on the mesh cells where i t  should be a fraction of the 
penetration depth, and the high conductivity of HTS, it results in very smal l  time step. 
Fol lowing the Courant stabi l i ty factor, the time step is chosen based on the smal lest 
mesh size to satisfy these restrictions. 
The computational domain should be c losed by an absorbing boundary condition, which 
is  discussed in chapter I I ,  to overcome the problem in computer memory l imitations and 
computational time. In our work we use Mur ABC which is a relatively reflection-free 
and is an easily implemented termination for the FDTD space. 
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Figure 4. 1 :  Graded Mesh Generator. 
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One final note i that pecial care hould be taken when applying the absorbing 
boundary at the source plane. During the launching period of the Gaus ian pulse no 
ab orbing boundary i a igned to the plane, however once the pulse has passed the 
ource plane and tart propagating inside the grid, the absorbing boundary should be 
" i tched on to ab orb any incoming wave from the computational grid [24] .  
final tep hould be done to improve the tabi l i ty of the FDTD algorithm for HTS. In 
( EII + 1 + En J the tandard formulation of FDTD, the term a n E  is replaced by (J . 
II 2 
Un table results are obtained when using the above mentioned formulation. Hence, 
a nE were replaced by (JII En
+1 only. This result in a stable solution. By using this 
formulation the updated equations (4. 1 -4 .3 ) for the modified electric fields for HTS 
wi l l  be as fol lows: 
II + - I l i n . . I E n+ (i + O.5.},k)=--- E (I + O.5, } ,k) - ---- J 2 (i + O. 5,),k) + ----
£ a 61 .T a 61 T £ a I'll s.' 1 +-11 - 1 +_11 _ 
2£ £ 
n + - n + -l I I 1 + Hy 2 U + O.5, J, k - O.5 ) - H \ 2 (i + O.5, J, k + O.5)  1L1z}  
1 
1 +-11 -
(4 . 8 )  
61 II + '2 . . I'll E n + I U,} + O. 5,k) = --- E" (i, ) + O.5 ,k) - J (I,) + O.5 ,k) + ---
a I y £ a 6t sy £ a {j,1 1 +_11 _ 1 + -11 - 1 +-11 -
2£ {l H: · � (i , j + 0.5, k + 0 5) - H: ' � (i , j + 05, k - 0 5+ 6z 
+ [ H: · � (i - 0.5 , j + 05, k ) - H: . o ' (i  + O.5 , j  + 05, k )} ,} (4.9) 
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Thi step with the graded me h make it po sible to calculate the characteristics of the 
HT micro trip l ine and to improve the stabi l i ty of the algorithm. 
The electric field, the magnetic field and the superconducting current can be calculated 
and updated by the equations (2 . 1 5-2 .20) , equation (4 .8-4.9) and equation (4 .4-4.6) .  
Howe er in the ca e of normal conductor or dielectric only equations (2 . 1 5-2 .20) are 
appl ied, and for the superconducting case equations (2 . 1 5-2 . 1 7) ,  equations (4 .8-4.9)  
and equations (4.4-4.6) are appl ied. So the propagation of an electromagnetic wave in 
the uperconductor can be simulated. 
4.3 G eo m et ry a n d  computation a l  doma i n : 
Figure 4 .2  shows the construction of the superconducting microstrip l ine, the simulation 
target and the computational domain of the problem. The (YBCO) HTS microstrip l ine 
ha a 50 n impedance with a strip width of 7 .5  )..tm, and a thicknes of 1 )..tm. Penetration 
depth and normal conductivity equal to 0 .2  )..tm and 1 .0Xl  06 Sim , respectively, at 77 K.  
the substrate th ickness is 1 0  )..tm with £ = 1 3  which are u ed in [ 1 9] .  A graded 
r 
nonuniform mesh generator is  used to discretize the computational domain as shown in 
figure 4 . 1 ,  where the smal lest mesh size is chosen inside and around the HTS microstrip 
l ine. The dimension of the computational domain is (64x l 00x30) .  The time step ize is 
chosen based on the smal lest me h step ize fol lowing the Courant stabi l i ty condition. 
For simplicity, the ground plane i chosen to be a perfect conductor. The computational 
domain is  terminated by Mur ab orbing boundary conditions. 
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t time ( t  = 0) al l  field quantitie are a umed to  be zero throughout computational 
domain. At time (6t = 1 )  an exc itation pul e i launched undemeath the HTS micro trip 
line at a di tance equal ( l O y) . The excitation pul e used i a Gau ian pulse which is 
dl cu ed in chapter I I ;  thi pulse i a sumed to have only the Ez component of the 
electric field .  Then the electric field component are updated u ing equations (2 . 1 8-
2 .20)  for the dielectric and air layer. Al 0 equat ions (4 .8-4 . 1 0) are u ed for HTS 
micro trip l ine. Next the ABC is appl ied to minimize the reflection . The 
uperconducting current density distribution i calculated u ing equations (4.4-4.6) .  
Final ly the magnetic  field component are updated using equation (2 . 1 5-2 . 1 7) .  This 
procedure i repeated for a time period suitable to analyze wave propagation 
characteristics in ide the structure. The results obtained are for the HTS micro trip l ine 
\ hich is described in section 4 .3 and shown in figure 4 .2 .  
4.4. 1 Propagation characterist ics :  
The propagation characteristics can be discu sed through the evaluation of the 
frequency dependant propagation constant y. It can be divided into its real and 
imaginary parts as fol lows: 
y(m) = a(m)+ jf3(m) (4 . 1 1 )  
Where the real part,a(m), i s  commonly known as the attenuation constant, and the 
imaginary part, f3(m) , as the phase constant. The attenuation constant is affected by the 
dielectric constant of the substrate as well as the conductor itse lf, whereas, the phase 
constant is mainly influenced by the geometry of the l ine. 
For calcu lation of the two parts of the propagation characteristic a(m) and f3(m) , we 
take the Fourier transform of E: (t ) at two different positions undemeath the center of 
the HTS microstrip, with eparation ( L  = L2 - LI ) along the propagation direction [24] : 
00 
Ez (m, y = LI ) = fEz (t, y = LJ �-J"-" dt (4. 1 2) 
-00 
(4. 1 3 ) 
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Taking the ratio of (4. 1 2 )  and (4. 1 3 ), then the tran fer function of thi section of the 
HT micro trip l ine \ i l l  be a fol low : 
e-r(w)(Lz-L, )  = E: (w, y = LJ 
E: (w, y = LI ) 
Where r(w) i a defined in (4 . 1 1 ) . 
(4. 1 4) 
To account for the di persive characteristics of the HTS microstrip l ine, we need to 
calculate the effective dielectric constant ceff (w) . This can be defined from the phase 
factor /3(w) derived above as fol low : 
( 4. 1 5 ) 
Figure 4 . 3  shows the temporal electric field propagation along the HTS microstrip l ine 
at two different po itions. Smal l attenuation of the wave ampl i tude can be noticed along 
the propagation direction . The attenuation con tant for the HTS microstrip is presented 
in figure 4.4 .  This shows a good agreement with results pre ented in [2 1 ] . For 
conventional conductors, copper for example, it has an attenuation constant on the order 
of (0 .2 dB/cm) at 1 0  GHz and at operating temperature 77 K. In comparison, HTS 
microstrip has an attenuation con tant about two order of magnitude Ie s, on the order 
of (0 .0025 dB/cm),  which can be seen c learly from figure 4 .4, provided that the surface 
resistance of the HTS microstrip is accurately modeled by the BCS theory. This proves 
the advantages of using HTS on microwave appl ication over conventional conductors . 
Figure 4 . 5  shows the effective dielectric constant for HTS as function of frequency, 
which is comparable with the value calculated from the microstrip theory. 
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Figure 4 . 3 :  Normal ized electric field under the HTS microstrip l ine at two different 
posit ions. 
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4.4.2 : urrent den ity d i  tribution a fu nction of width :  
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The uperconducting current den i ty component Jsx ,J y and Js= are shown in figure 
4 .6 a function of time at the bottom urface of the HTS micro trip ( i t  should be noted 
that they are normal ized to the maximum component Jsy )' The longitudinal component 
J�l' i the maximum component . This longitudinal current component is  produced due 
to the variation in the magnetic field amplitude between the substrate and the HTS as 
can be een in figure 4 .7 .  Thi variation is a rea onable re ult due to the effect of 
magnetic field penetration into the HTS, and the difference in conductivity between the 
ub trate and HTS. Thi agree with ampere's law which stated that, the l ine integral of 
the magnetic field over clo ed path is equal to the current enclosed. 
The di tribution of normal ized longitudinal current density component ( J1 ), as function 
of the width at the bottom surface of the HTS microstrip, is hown in figure 4.8 ,  for the 
total, normal and superconducting current densities. The superconducting current 
density is larger than the normal current den i ty as expected. Because, the super 
electrons density that carries the super current is larger than that of the normal electrons 
carrying the normal current. The distribution of the current density become more 
uniform and almost constant as we go inside the HTS width as can be seen in figure 4.9, 
which shows the current density distribution along the width of the HTS microstrip .  
However, the current increases very rapidly near the strip edges due to the field 
singularity and the penetration effect of the magnetic field into the HTS. Figure 4. 1 0  
shows the distribution of the magnetic field around and within the HTS microstrip l ine 
width which c learly shows the concentration of the maximum value of the magnetic 
field near the edges of the strip. 
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4.4.3 : Cu rrent den it  a fu nction of thickne s: 
44 
nother rudy wa to invest igate the behavior of the superconducting current with the 
thickne of HT micro trip . The uperconducting current den ity distribution at 
different value of the HT thickne s i shown in Figure 4 . 1 1 . The maximum value of 
the current is in the urface adjacent to the sub trate, which means that the 
uperconduct ing urface adjacent to the substrate carries the main current . In other 
\\ ord , the current decrea es a we go along the thickness of the HT from the surface 
adjacent to the ub trate, and sl ightly increa es when we approach the total thickness 
(top urface of the HT micro trip) which is shown schematically in figure 4. 1 2 .  Figure 
4 . 1 3  hows a c lear view of the supercurrent density di tribution as a function of width 
and height at the bottom of the HTS microstrip .  This phenomenon is due to the 
dielectric constant material used as substrate [44] .  Thi led us to investigate the 
dielectric con tant and the uperconducting current density di tribution. Figure 4. 1 4  
how the superconducting current density distribution as a function of HTS width at 
different dielectric constant. This proves that the current increa es as the dielectric 
constant i ncreases. However the u e of h igh dielectric constant accumulates the current 
on one side of the microstrip .  But we should not forget the effect of the dielectric 
substrate under the HTS micros trip, which increases the field intensity at the bottom 
side. This effect may produce nonl inearity effects or may make the superconductor 
material lose i ts superconductivity if the field intensity increases over the l imit of 
superconductivity. Thus, a dielectric substrate under the HTS material with relatively 
low dielectric constant may be favorable for high frequency appl ications. 
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4.4.4 : C urrent den i ty a fu nction of temperature :  
47 
Temperature ariation and i ts  effect on the current den ity di tribution are i l lu  trated in 
figure 4 . 1 5 . The normal ized upercurrent density distribution a function of width at 
different temperature i hov n. The supercurrent density decrea e a the temperature 
i increa ed. Thi can be explained by the increa ing of the penetration depth with 
temperature. The increa e of temperature increa es the penetration depth which in tum 
reduce the uperconducting area on the HT micro trip. The decrea ing rate of the 
upercurrent den i ty eem to be l inear at the low temperature but i t  increased rapidly as 
we approach the critical temperature as can be seen from figure 4 . 1 6 . This also can be 
explained by the increasing of the penetration depth with temperature and that the HTS 
micro trip 10 es most of i ts superconductivi ty as we approach the critical temperature. 
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4.4.5 :  u rface impedance:  
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Temperature fluctuation i a critical factor in deciding the rel iabi l i ty of the 
uperconducting microwave de ice . Figure 4. 1 7  shows the calculated surface 
impedance a function of temperature, where it i the quantity of interest for the 
micro\ ave appl ication of HTS [ 1 2 , 40 45-49] .  
The concept of urface impedance is used in olving electromagnetic problems when 
complicated geometrie can be reduced to a ingle boundary with a (usually frequency 
dependant) boundary impedance value. Problems can be solved u ing this impedance 
alue without further reference to the geometry beyond the boundary. The impedance 
alue which i required for the solution of this type of problem i the ratio of the 
tangential electric field E, and magnetic field H, at a point on the boundary, and gives 
the definition of the surface impedance Zs [ 1 2] :  
Z = E, s H , 
(4 . 1 6) 
However, the concept sometimes used when considering surface impedance and 
connecting it with the penetration depth which is the case we have, so that the surface 
impedance can be rewritten as fol lows: 
E, Z = ----'--­S f  
JJy (X) *dx  
o 
(4. 1 7) 
Where E, i s  the tangential electric field which is Ey in our case, and Jy is the current 
density in the HTS. Equation 4. 1 7  proves the importance of knowing the current 
distribution inside the HTS for the calculation of the surface impedance. 
In the calculation of the surface impedance, we use the fitting parameters taken from 
reference [39] .  We used equation (3 . 1 0) for the calculation of the temperature 
dependence of the penetration depth AL (T ) , and for the calculation of the normal 
conductivity of the material we used the fol lowing relat ion [30] : 
O'Jt ) = O'n (I )� r-' + a(l - t r )} for t � l  (4. 1 8) 
where y i s  an exponent a is an empirical parameter, and t is the reduced or normal ized 
temperature (t= TITc). The fitting parameters used are: ( Tc=90K, thickness=0.3 
,um O'n (I ) = 1 06 S l m, AL (0) = O. 1 7.um,! = l OGhz, y = 2  a = I ). 
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The urface impedance of the HT micro trip l ine is ery sen itive to temperature 
fluctuation a can be een from figure 4. 1 7  e pecially 0 er the operating temperature 
77K up to the critical temperature (Tc) of the HT microstrip l ine. However, decreasing 
the operating temperature below 77K would dramatical ly reduce the sen itivi ty of the 
HT micro trip l ine to temperature fluctuations. This can be explained by the increase 
of penetration depth as we increa e the temperature. Hence, the magnetic field 
penetration in ide the HT will increa e which in tum induces osci l lations of the 
electron which are not bound in Cooper pair . This osc i l lation or motion of the 
unpaired electron wi l l  cau e power dis ipation which can be characterized by surface 
re i tance. 
Our re u l ts how a good agreement with the re ults presented in [39] .  Ho\! ever, we used 
the basic definition of the surface impedance in our model without any approximations. 
In comparison with the conventional conductors, that has a surface resistance on the 
order of 20 mn at 77K and 1 0  GHz [ 1 2] .  The value of the surface resistance of the HTS 
is  much lower, espec ially for the operating temperature below 77K. This again proves 
the advantages of using HTS in microwave appl ications over conventional conductors . 
Another test was done to verify the accuracy of this model, the fitting parameters used 
are ( an (l ) = 4 .3Xl 06 S / 111, AL (0) = 0. 1 7  fJll1 ,J = 1 9Ghz, y = 1 . 5, a  = 2 . 5 , Tc=90K and 
thickness=0. 3  Wn) [39] the result for the surface resistance is shown in figure 4. 1 8 . 
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5. 1 Conclu  ion 
In  thi the i , the micro\) a e propertie of the HT microstrip l ine have been studied 
numerical ly u ing a FDTD code. A theoret ical analy is of HT at high frequencies was 
di cu ed, ba ed on the two-fluid model and the London theory in conjunction with 
Maxwel l '  equation . The implementation of thi model in a FDTD code for a 3-D HTS 
micro trip l ine ha been pre ented. The obtained re ults pro e the advantage of using 
HT over conventional conductors for the microwave appl ication . 
FDTD method i characterized by i ts simplicity in concept, ea e of implementation and 
it appl icab i l i ty to the wide t range of problems overcoming many other numerical 
method . Based on Yee' algorithm and the two time domain Maxwell 's curl equations, 
FDTD has been u ed in a computer implementation. Because the FDTD method 
computes the field throughout the volume and time of interest, any results needed are 
readi ly a ai lable from the field quantitie . Frequency domain parameters are obtained 
by Fourier transformation of the transient results. This makes FDTD most notable for 
the analysis of the electromagnetic characteristics of the superconductive microwave 
devices. 
An appropriate phy ical and mathematical model for HTS has been defined, for suitable 
integration with the e lectromagnetic theory. This model takes into consideration the 
electromagnetic wave propagation and the current distribution inside the HTS. The 
London Theory and the phenomenological two-fluid model are most notable in this 
respect, which can predict macroscopically the relation between the local field and the 
current density .  
To have a n  accurate and robust code, some features need to be considered to accurately 
model the fin ite thickness of the HTS microstrip l ine without any approximation, and to 
take into consideration the effect of the penetration depth as wel l .  These features 
include: Time step which depends on the cel l size, where a graded mesh generator have 
been used to discretize the computational space, and the implementation of the 
absorbing boundary conditions (ABC) to overcome the problem of computer memory 
l imitations and the computational time. A special treatment of th overal l stab i l i ty has 
been presented. 
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The HTS propert ies have been characterized. The longitudinal current density is the 
maximum component over the other two components. This can be explained by the 
variation of the magnetic field inside the HTS and the difference in conductivity 
between the HTS and the substrate. The current density distribution shows a 
dependence on the thickness of the HTS. It is also affected by the substrate dielectric 
constant. The relation between temperature variations and current density has been 
tudied as wel l .  The current decreases as the temperature increases, the rate of decay 
increa es rapidly as we approach the critical temperature. This can be explained by the 
increase of the penetration depth as the temperature is increased. 
The advantages of HTS over ordinary conductors have been proven throughout the 
results obtained; where the attenuation constant and the surface resistance of the HTS 
are at least one order of magnitude lower than those of ordinary conductors at the same 
operating temperature and frequency. 
5.2 Reco m mendations a n d  F u t u re Work: 
The unavailabi l i ty of an accepted accomplished theory for the High-Tc 
superconductivity reveals that a comprehensive and accurate study that sets al l  the 
standards for the design of HTS microwave devices is needed. This study could include 
the fol lowing areas: 
1 .  Accepted theory for the High-Tc superconductivity. The wel l  known two-fluid 
model ,  the London theory and the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) theory are sti l l  
phenomenological, that is quanti tatively adequate to  the macroscopic properties 
but not using its microscopic nature. 
2 .  On the technological s ide, i t  is wel l  known that the HTS films are deposited on 
an appropriate substrate. In addition of having good microwave properties, the 
substrate should be compatible with good film growth. The fi lm i tself should be 
uniform with almost free defects and twining as possible. 
3. The study could be extended to take into considerat ion the effect of the 
anisotropy in the HTS microstrip l ine and in the substrate as wel l .  
4 .  The study could be extended also to  include the nonl inearities in HTS. 
5 .  One important step i s  to use the developed code in designing HTS microwave 
devices such as resonators and filters. 
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6. A more general study could take into consideration the defects and the surface 
barriers appearing which affect greatly the current distribution. 
7 .  Experiments could be done to  fabricate the HTS microstrip l ine and then carry 
out some measurements of the parameters modeled. 
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